

Weekly Maths Activities


Rainbows and Stars
Home Learning Activities
Summer Term – Week 9
Remember to send updates
and photos through
Tapestry or Class Dojo 

The Princess and the
Wizard
Here is a story film version:
https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=babXCIRMjQM

Weekly Literacy Activities











Can you plan the perfect birthday party for a
Princess or Wizard? What will you need? Can you
write a list? How much might the items cost?
Help the Princess fill in the missing pages from
her diary. What happened on the Tuesday?
Investigate by listening to the story again and
recording what happened to her on that day.
Design and label a nature wand. On your daily
walk make your design using a nice strong stick
and by collecting beautiful nature treasures to tie
around it. Send us a photo of what you have
made!
Make your own tiara or crown using a piece of
card and some sticks!
If you had a Fairy God Mother, what would you
wish for?
Can you create a sequel to the story? What
happens to the Princess and the Wizard next?
The story features lots of beautiful glittery
illustrations. Can you make your own glittery
picture like the illustrator Lydia Monks?












Each day the princess turns herself into different animals and
objects to try and escape the wizard. Can you match the day
to the princesses in disguise on the next page?
The princess loves her spotty princess outfit and the wizard
has a cloak on. Can you design your own shape themed
clothes? Which shapes will you choose? Why not design an
outfit to go to the party in? What kind of party would it be?
Or just design some super socks! I wonder what socks a
princess or a wizard would wear…
Days of the week! The wizard has a challenge for the princess
every day. Can you give yourself 7 challenges? Tick them off
as you complete them day by day. This could be a rainbow
challenge. Each day could be a colour just like the princess!
Could some of the challenges help your grown ups? Could it
be a way to be kind every day?
The wizard loves counting when he waits for the princess to
hide. Make your own special wizard counting book! What
different compositions of numbers can you make for each
page? Fold some paper to make a book shape and on top of
each page write your numbers in order (or you could take
some photos of numbers you see in the environment and stick
them in!). Then draw or stick photographs of objects for the
number on that page. Will your book have a special cover?
Play some wizard counting games! Hide and Wizard or
What’s the spell Mr Wizard!
Make a special potion spell to stop the wizards ever coming
back and turning us to stone! Your potion must have 20 items
in it or it won’t work. What could you collect to put in your
potion? You can have more than one of the same thing. List
your ingredients so you don’t forget! There are some ideas on
the next page…
The wizard has been doubling everything so there’s far too
much food for the party! Have a look on the next page at the
party food. Can you halve what is on the plates so we are not
too greedy?

Can you halve the party food? You may
want to use real objects and plates
instead!

